The April - Green large diamond section requires the following:

2 each of:
- Block 14: Karen
- Block 15: Melissa
- Block 21: Bella

4 of:
- Block 50: Alexandra

16 of Template T: 3” triangle filler
4 of Template U: 6” triangle filler

Each of the six large inner star point sections reflects left to right on each side of a line (red) drawn vertically through its center. It also reflects from top to bottom on each side of a line (green) drawn horizontally through its center.
This full-color image will allow you to zoom in on the PDF and get a better look at my fabric placement, particularly in the reversed/reflected blocks.

It would be difficult to get perfect reflections unless we start with fabrics that contain mirror images; so we fool the eye by using fabrics of varying value and prints to create what we see as a reflection. Reflections can be a subtle thing depending on light and angle of view.

When viewing a reflection in water the waves often disturb the image.

Reflecting on moments in our lives is a subjective view, dependent on your state of mind at the time. Take time for reflection!